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Highlights 2008

IPO
All-time high
Successful

at Frankfurt Stock Exchange‘s Entry Standard segment

in sales and profits

54 %
EUR 85,1 mm

Total sales increased by
from EUR 55,4 mm to

EBIT

increased from EUR 0,9 mm to

EUR 2,7 mm
Eleven

– EBIT margin increased to 3,2 %

national webshops operating in all major European
markets on top of www.zooplus.com as international cross-border offering

7.000

More than
products on offer in 15 countries – a comprehensive
product selection for all and any pets’ or owners’ needs

LeTTer To THe SHareHoLderS
dear shareholders,
2008 was a very special year for zooplus. in the tenth year after the company’s formation in
1999 the highest total revenue in our company‘s history was achieved. with year-on-year
growth of around 54 %, we once again increased the average pace of growth enjoyed during
recent years. at the same time our profits improved significantly. the company‘s expansion has
also led us to increase our workforce from 51 to 79, thus creating new positions at all of our
locations in Germany, france and the united kingdom.
moreover, zooplus aG was successfully listed on the frankfurt stock exchange in the spring
of 2008, thereby laying the groundwork for opening up our company to a broader public
shareholder base.
our headquarters were successfully relocated from unterfoehring to munich in september
2008. in addition, we continued to expand our logistics facilities and grow our international
branches, thus creating the necessary operational capacity required for further significant
growth.
zooplus today is europe‘s leading internet retailer for pet supplies. we are active in 15 countries
with a total pet-related market volume of around eur 17 billion overall. only a very small
proportion of this is currently retailed online. as a result, experts believe that our market segment
is just at the beginning of what will prove to be a phase of rapid growth in the near and mediumterm future.
we all know that the current global macroeconomic climate and, in particular, the outlook for
the near economic future are negative. the potential future effects of this economic crisis should
not be taken lightly. 2009 will not be an easy year for the european pet supplies markets either.
in particular during such a period of general economic weakness we will continue to strongly
gear our company towards growth and expansion in 2009. we believe that this strategy is the
right one in order to anti-cyclically continue to expand and build upon our competitive advantages
and market position.
as a result of zooplus aG‘s strong international position, our operating and development skills,
a strong product and technology, logistics capacity and loyal customer base, on top of a
continuously dynamic e-commerce market overall, we are predicting strongly positive sales
growth on the back of significant earnings increases for 2009.
a key future factor will be the preservation and further build-up of our market-leading
position within european online pet supplies. we believe that in the medium-term, zooplus will
be able to achieve total revenues of around eur 250 million on the basis of pre-tax profits within
a range of around 6 % to 8 % of sales. this will still require a lot of work and effort. however,
we are on the right track and are looking forward towards achieving these goals together
with our team, our partners and you, our shareholders.
the management Board, in april 2009
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Report of the Supervisory Board
Dear Shareholders,
2008 was again characterized by strong growth in both sales and earnings for
zooplus AG. The company is now present in all key European retail markets and holds
a strong, sustainable position within these. A particular highlight last year was the IPO of the
company on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. As a result, the supervisory board can look back
upon 2008 as a highly successful year.
In addition, the supervisory board can report upon a close and constructive cooperation
with the Management Board of the company. During fiscal year 2008, the supervisory
board performed its tasks according to the law, the articles of incorporation and the bylaws. In
addition, it routinely monitored and advised the Management Board itself.
Regular, up-to-the-minute reporting by the Management Board has allowed us to deal in detail
with the company‘s standing and development. When reporting on the course of business
and company policy, the Management Board covered all relevant issues concerning
forecasting, business growth, risks and risk management, amongst others. The supervisory
board was also included within and kept abreast with all decisions of fundamental company
importance.
The supervisory board held a total of four full face-to-face meetings, in which it dealt in depth
with the company‘s business and financial development during the past fiscal year based
upon written and verbal reports given by the Management Board. The Management Board
also regularly reported key business events to the supervisory board outside these regular
meetings. The supervisory board thus received ongoing reports on the development of the
company as a whole as well as on developments within its individual divisions. All of the
transactions and activities that require the supervisory board‘s approval by law or according
to the articles of incorporation were discussed in detail with the Management Board and
the necessary resolutions were passed by the supervisory board accordingly. Some of these
were also passed during telephone conferences.
The supervisory board‘s discussions included approving the 2007 financial statements,
zooplus AG‘s expansion plans into Italy, Spain, The Netherlands and other European markets,
as well as zooplus AG‘s IPO on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. In addition, the meetings
also focused on the company’s extraordinary general meeting of December 2008 as a result
of the relocation of the company‘s registered office to Munich as well as on issues brought
up as a result of the continuing expansion of the company’s operating business itself.
The company‘s annual financial statements, prepared in accordance with the Handelsgesetzbuch (HGB – German Commercial Code) and zooplus AG‘s consolidated financial
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statements (ifrs) as well as the management report for the fiscal year 2008 were audited
by schaffer wp partner Gmbh wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, nuremberg, and issued
with an unqualified auditor‘s opinion. in the supervisory board meeting on march 31, 2009,
the supervisory board discussed these annual financial statements and the consolidated
financial statements including the management reports together with the management Board
and the auditor and did not raise any objections. at the same time, it officially acknowledged
the audit reports. the supervisory board thus approved zooplus aG‘s annual financial
statements and consolidated financial statements in its meeting on march 31, 2009. as a
result, zooplus aG‘s annual financial statements have been adopted. the supervisory board
approved the management Board’s proposal for the appropriation of net retained profits.
the supervisory board would like to thank the management Board and all of the company’s
employees for their work and their dedication shown during 2008 and congratulates
them on the successes achieved.
munich, march 31, 2009

felix von schubert
chairman of the supervisory Board
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The shares of zooplus AG were successfully listed on Frankfurt Stock Exchange‘s Entry Standard
segment on May 9, 2008. First trading of the ZO1 shares (ticker for zooplus shares) occurred
at EUR 26.00. The shares closed at EUR 29.40 by the end of the day. The stock price enjoyed
dynamic growth following the listing, peaking at EUR 34.57 on June 4, 2008. The stock price
then underwent a moderate correction from the autumn onwards within a generally weak
overall market environment. The shares traded at EUR 26.10 at the end of the year, thus up
slightly on their initial IPO price. This corresponds to a market capitalization of around EUR
62.3 million at year end.
In particular during the second half of the year, shares of zooplus significantly outperformed
the DAX subsector All Retail Internet index (ISIN DE000A0SM6Q2), which compounds the
performance of all publicly listed German internet retailers.
Compared to the general Entry Standard index (ISIN DE000A0G83N6), zooplus AG‘s shares
substantially outperformed this index which is composed of the 30 largest Entry Standard
listed companies.
zooplus AG‘s shares 2008
zooplus AG (XETRA) (in EUR)
DAXsubsector All Retail, Internet
Entry Standard Index (in EUR)
34

30

26

Initial Listing
at May 9, 2008 with initial price: EUR 26.00

22

18

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Key data
German Securities Code Numbers
ISIN
Symbol
Stock market segment/stock exchange
Stock category
Share capital
Initial listing
Designated Sponsor

511170
DE0005111702
ZO1
Entry Standard of the Open Market at the Frankfurt Stock Exchange
No-par value bearer shares
EUR 2,406,020
May 9, 2008
JPMorgan Cazenove
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zooplus is one of the largest Entry Standard companies in terms of market capitalization. Its
shares are included in the industry index DAXsector All Retail (0.4 % index weighting) and
DAXsubsector All Retail, Internet (14.0 %) and account for around 3.2 % of the Entry All Share
and Entry Standard Index (as of April 6, 2009).
zooplus believes that the listing of its shares on the Entry Standard market segment is only
a first step towards increasing its capital market presence. At a later date the company
intends to move and relist into the EU-regulated market segment (Prime Standard).
Financial calendar 2009
Date
06.05.2009

Participation at the Entry and General Standard Conference, Frankfurt

June 2009

Ordinary General Meeting 2009, Munich

02.06.2009

Publication Q1 2009 report

01.09.2009

Publication H1 2009 report

30.11.2009

Publication Q3 2009 report

Shareholder structure
European e-Commerce Fund LP
21.44 %
European e-Commerce Fund B LP
19.19 %

Other investors 1.22 %
Other private investors 3.49 %
Founder shareholders 14.03 %

BDV Beteiligungen GmbH & Co. KG
15.73 %

Burda Digital Ventures GmbH, 24.90 %

As zooplus AG is not listed on an EU-regulated capital market, it does not receive any official
notifications of voting rights from its shareholders. As a result, the shareholder structure can
thus only be accurately reproduced retroactively as of the date of the IPO.
zooplus AG‘s shareholders mostly comprise its founders and management as well as the
investors Burda Digital and zouk ventures ltd., which have been involved in the company since
1999.
On the date of its IPO on May 9, 2008, the founding shareholders directly held an accumulated
total of 14.03 % of shares. The risk capital investor Burda Digital Ventures GmbH (24.90 %)
which forms part of the Hubert Burda Media Group, and BDV Beteiligungen GmbH & Co.
KG (15.73 %) held around 40 % of shares. London-based zouk ventures ltd. also held an
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interest of slightly more than 40 % via its European e-Commerce Fund LP (21.44 %) and
European e-Commerce Fund B LP (19.19 %). The shareholder structure also comprises a
3.49 % shareholding by other private investors, with other smaller institutional investors
holding a further 1.22 %.
Subsequent to going public, approximately 5 % of shares were placed on the stock exchange
by Burda Digital, BDV and the two funds European e-Commerce Fund LP and European
e-Commerce Fund B LP, in order to increase the company‘s free float and to create a sufficient
liquidity for the shares.
This, in conjunction with the expiration of the final lock-up periods, is expected to increase
zooplus AG‘s free float according to the definition of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange to around
25 % by the middle of 2009. This is a key admission requirement for zooplus’ relisting onto the
Frankfurt Stock Exchange‘s Prime Standard market segment.

Investor Relations
Frankfurt Stock Exchange‘s Entry Standard prescribes both publication of an annual and
six-month interim report. zooplus AG has significantly and voluntarily exceeded these
requirements by publishing regular quarterly reports. In addition, zooplus AG also further
enhances transparency for investors via its adoption of international IFRS accounting
standards as well as the bilingually publishing all of its corporate information in the
German as well as the English language.
For the planned relisting onto the EU-regulated Prime Standard market segment, zooplus
would also have to fulfill additional obligations in tune with the higher Prime Standard
transparency requirements.
These include holding at least one analysts‘ conference per year, as well as the publication of
ad hoc disclosures and detailed information on corporate governance. zooplus AG believes
that these requirements are useful and will help to increase the company‘s capital market
presence.
Overall, zooplus aims to continuously enhance and build up the company’s market presence
and awareness within the financial community.
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business model
History
zooplus AG considers itself to be Europe‘s leading online retailer for pet supplies. After its
formation in 1999 and focusing its core activities on Germany and Austria during the first few
years of operation, the company has additionally focused on expanding its operations across
Europe since 2005. zooplus AG has been publicly listed on Frankfurt Stock Exchange‘s Entry
Standard segment since May 2008.
Ever since the company was formed, its prime dual focus has been on generating sustained
revenue growth whilst simultaneously increasing profitability levels.
1999

Formation of zooplus AG

2000

Market entry into Austria

2001

Total annual revenues exceed EUR 10 million

2004

Start of own private label range

2005

Start of expansion into the United Kingdom

2006

Opening of a French presence

2007

zooplus enters Eastern Europe (Poland)

2008

Expansion into Italy, Spain and The Netherlands (amongst others)

2008

IPO on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange
Revenues: EUR 85.1 million/EBIT: EUR 2.7 million

International business
Since its formation, zooplus has succeeded in positioning itself as an online market leader
with significant lead over its competitors in all key European markets. Growth and size are not
objectives in themselves, but are a means towards reaching long-term critical size based upon
sustained and substantial profitability levels.
Since 2005, zooplus has been pursuing a dynamic European expansion strategy in addition
to focusing on its original German-speaking home markets. In doing so, the company aims to
use its existing operational structures whilst leveraging substantial economies of scale within
a wider European market in order to offer its customers a product which is clearly superior to
existing bricks-and-mortar retail.
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As of March 2009, zooplus operated a total of ten national Web shops in Germany/Austria
(two Web shops), France, the United Kingdom, The Netherlands, Spain, Italy, Belgium, Ireland
and Poland in addition to the company‘s international offering under zooplus.com, which also
serves Slovenia, Finland, Sweden, Luxembourg, Denmark and the Czech Republic.
The company’s aim for the coming years is to substantially expand zooplus’ presence within
its respective geographic markets in order to significantly increase its market leadership and
revenue base. Over the medium term, zooplus believes that it will record the majority of its
revenues within the non-German speaking regions of the European Union.

Already established localised market presence

Presence through www.zooplus.com
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Market, competition, and product spectrum
Pet food and accessories represent an annual market volume of around EUR 17 billion, and
are a key niche market within the European retail sector. zooplus offers three key structural
and customer-related advantages compared to bricks-and-mortar providers such as
supermarkets, pet stores and other competitors such as garden centers and DIY stores – it can
offer a substantially larger product range (1), within a substantially more convenient overall
home delivery shopping experience (2) on top of a highly attractive overall price and value
proposition (3).
A key factor in this regard is zooplus’ almost unlimited ability to sell a very broad and deep
product range from one central warehouse, whereas bricks-and-mortar retailers are subject
to tight assortment restrictions as a result of their decentralized and smaller outlet structures.
This is a key advantage zooplus enjoys from a customer‘s perspective.

zooplus‘ own private label brands: A wide range of branded products for our customers

In total, zooplus offers an end-to-end product range for all product groups and categories, with
a total of around 7,000 food and accessories products available for dogs, cats, small animals,
birds, reptiles, fish and horses. This includes everyday staples such as supermarket and specialty
retail food brands as well as more specialist food items and zooplus AG‘s own private label food
ranges. Specialty non-food articles, for example, comprise toys, care & hygiene products as well
as other accessories. No matter whether they are looking for exclusive specialty foods or a large
aquarium: zooplus customers enjoy a uniquely large selection of products to choose from.
From the company’s perspective, additionally, a number of barriers to market entry for potential
new competitors exist. These include, in particular but not exclusively, existing and highly
advanced proprietary logistics, fulfillment, and customer acquisition systems as well as tailormade cutting edge web technologies. These are the foundations upon which our medium and
long-term market success and profitability are based and which can only be replicated at great
cost and effort.
In addition, supplier purchasing conditions and volume terms also represent another key
competitive advantage that zooplus enjoys over potential budding competitors due to its
sheer size and market presence.
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Product range
Dry food

Accessories

To the shareholders

Wet food

Examples

Small to medium

Large

High variety

Typical weight

Typical dimensions

<1kg

<15kg

Various weights

Gross margin

-

+

++

High

Medium

Low

Shelf productivity

Pet specialists

Distribution channel
Supermarkets/
Discounters
denotes core product range

denotes additional product range

Market trends and customer behavior
During recent decades, the general role played by pets in the western world has undergone
a fundamental change. Dogs, cats and other pets are increasingly regarded as being a full
member of the family, or as a family replacement, and are cared for and treated as such.
As a result, human standards of basic wellbeing are increasingly being applied to pets and
their respective needs. This humanization is leading to pet owners wanting to create a
comparatively high standard of living for their pets as they enjoy themselves. As a result, the
importance of specialty and premium foods, accessories, healthcare, wellness and hygiene
products has notably increased. At the same time, higher demands in terms of product
quality and branding are being made.
This development is of great benefit for zooplus: Thanks to its broad product range and
spectrum, its unique convenience of shopping as well as attractive pricing, the group
aims to establish itself as the first point of call and shopping destination for responsible
pet-owners across all major European markets.
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Positioning and competitive strength
Given this backdrop, zooplus is able to consistently exploit the comparative strengths of its
business model versus existing offline retail operators:
•

24/7 shopping, no restrictions on opening hours or geographic availability

•

Broad product range and selection; all products are shipped directly from a central
warehouse location
Customers generally are aware of the products and brands on offer; there is usually no need to experience the products in person and within a store environment; all
product-relevant information can be fully communicated online
Ordering from home or work is convenient and saves time; low free delivery thresholds
additionally help to attract
an attractive customer-centric price and value positioning as the result of existing and
highly efficient backend operational structures. zooplus aims to constantly appear as
our customers’ best overall value pet supplies provider

•

•
•

Operational performance
zooplus AG‘s performance delivery crucially depends upon its operational back-end
structures. These include a high-performance European central logistics hub and supply
chain management, a pan-European integrated IT-platform as well as the company’s
national and international management teams for marketing, customer acquisition, product
development and price management in its Munich head office or national branch offices
in France and the United Kingdom. These structures allow for substantial bottom-line
economies of scale to be realized and, at the same time, create the foundations for further
future revenue growth.

Consistent product differention of exisiting zooplus‘ private label brands

The centralized development and marketing of zooplus AG‘s own private label brands are also
a key part of this pan-European expansion.
In special and manual labour intensive areas such as customer care and other administration
activities which cannot be cost-efficiently undertaken in Western Europe itself, the company
also works together closely with service providers in Eastern Europe. This relates, in particular,
to multi-lingual customer service, and in turn again increases the company‘s operational
scalability.
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Overall, zooplus wins over its customers through both operational excellence and superior
product offering. The company‘s success can clearly be seen in its extraordinarily high degree
of customer loyalty and high repeat purchase frequency of customers from all of its geographic
markets.
zooplus AG‘s success is critically due, in particular, to turning first-time customers into steadily
returning and happy repeat customers. The success enjoyed in doing so over the past few years
provides ample evidence of zooplus‘ successful business model.

Unique purchasing experience from the customer
perspective
From a customer perspective, buying from zooplus could hardly be simpler: After making a
selection out of up to 7,000 articles online and placing the order, payment can be made via
invoice, direct debit, credit card or by using other alternative country-specific methods of
payment. The customer‘s order is then transferred to the zooplus distribution center in real
time, where it is then put together and shipped within usually 24 hours. As a result, customers
mostly receive the goods they ordered within two working days after ordering. The last mile
distribution is carried out via zooplus’ national parcel delivery partners such as, for example,
DHL or GLS.
An increasing number of pet owners across Europe are discovering the advantages of online
shopping – a trend which zooplus will benefit from greatly over the coming years.
Total customer accounts
in thousand
1,500

1,380

1,200
908

900
606

600

447

339

300

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Development of new customers acquisition performance (in thousand)

80

3
100

Germany

8

116

43

201

101

263

209

International
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GROUP MANAGEMENT REPORT
Business and underlying trading conditions
Group structure and business activities
Divisions
zooplus AG was formed in Munich in 1999. This makes 2008 the company‘s tenth anniversary
year. As an online retail company zooplus sells pet supplies directly to private customers via
the internet, and considers itself the clear online market leader in terms of revenues,
earnings and customer base.

Group management report

In total, zooplus sells around 7,000 food and accessories products for dogs, cats, small
animals, birds, reptiles, fish and horses. This includes everyday staples such as brand
name foods generally available with high street retailers, zooplus AG‘s own private labels,
as well as specialty articles such as toys, care and hygiene products and other accessories.
In addition, zooplus offers its customers a wide range of free content and information
accessible through web sites, such as veterinary and other animal-related advice,
on top of interactive features such as discussion forums and blogs. In addition, customers
can directly rate the products they have bought online.
zooplus generates the majority of its revenues by selling its own warehoused goods from
its central German warehouse located in Staufenberg/Lower Saxony. This central
warehouse enables the company to ensure rapid, uniform quality deliveries with a high
degree of overall product availability to its customers throughout Europe. In addition,
zooplus generates a small part of its sales with its so-called „direct line business“, in which
zooplus sells products directly from select suppliers with the products then shipped directly
from supplier to customer. However, sales are always generated through a zooplus online
shop. Shipments and final mile deliveries are made via select couriers such as DHL, GLS
or other national and international providers.
Overall, zooplus AG‘s business model is characterized by a combination of a broad product
range on the back of efficient supply and delivery processes together with simple and
convenient use from a customer perspective.
Markets
zooplus has a pan-European presence in 15 countries which together represent a total
annual pet supplies market volume of around EUR 17 billion. The company operates a range
of country-specific and international online shops. In its own view, zooplus AG is thus the
online market leader in terms of revenues and customer base in all of the European highvolume markets (Germany, France, United Kingdom, The Netherlands, Spain and Italy).
As of March 2009, zooplus operated a total of ten country-specific web shops: In
addition to the six high-volume markets detailed above, it also operated distinct webshops
in Belgium, Ireland and Poland. It also serves Slovenia, Finland, Sweden, Luxembourg,
Denmark and the Czech Republic through a multinational English language offering via
zooplus.com.
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Key influencing factors
There are two key factors impacting the development of European online pet supplies
retailing: The underlying growth of the European pet market as such (1) as well as the
general and industry-specific growth of online shopping and online purchasing behavior (2).
Development of the European pet supplies market
The European pet supplies market within the countries of the European Union has an
annual retail volume of approx. EUR 17 billion (2007) and is thus in comparison around half
the size of the European retail book market. The six high-volume markets alone – Germany,
France, the United Kingdom, Spain, The Netherlands and Italy – account for around 75 %
of this total volume with around EUR 13 billion.
The primary retail channels for pet supplies products in all of the countries of the
European Union are predominantly bricks-and-mortar pet stores, garden centers and DIY
stores as well as supermarkets and discounters. The main differences between the
individual bricks-and-mortar retail concepts within pet supplies are product range and product
positioning: Traditional supermarkets and discounters generally limit themselves to a basic
high-turnover product range of around 150 - 200 products within low- and medium priced
food ranges whilst larger pet stores usually offer a comprehensive product range from foods
(entry-level prices through to premium) to accessories (including toys, hygiene products, pet
furniture and other accessories).
Overall, zooplus is forecasting a stable to slightly increasing total pet supplies market
volume for the coming years. Historic figures from 2000 - 2008 show that average growth
rates for the market as a whole have consistently been within the low single digit
percentage range. Throughout Europe, one third of all households keep one or more pets.
The company expects these moderate growth rates to continue in the medium-term. This is
due to a slight yet stable increase in the animal population as well as an industry-wide shift
in sales towards higher value products and categories within the food and accessories sector
(„premiumization“).
The pet supplies market in total enjoys a very low degree of seasonality as a result of repeat
demand patterns, particularly within its food segments. Around 70 % of total demand
is generated with pet food itself, which means that, from the company‘s perspective, the
medium to long-term demand structures are highly predictable, especially in comparison
with other retail categories. This also means that during a more difficult recessionary
economic environment, pet supplies demand tend to be less impacted by economic
fluctuations than compared to other consumer goods markets.
Development of online retail
The growth of the internet as a new sales and distribution channel for pet products is of key
importance to zooplus. This development is determined by three major factors, only one of
which the company is able to influence directly:
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A fundamental requirement for successful European online retail is fast and reliable
internet access for large sections of the population. This is being driven, in particular, by the
availability of high speed fixed and increasingly also mobile internet access. As a result,
the number of total internet users has shown strong growth over recent years. This, in turn,
is leading to a substantial increase in general online activities and internet shopping in
particular in conjunction with an increased day-to-day use of search engines and other
internet platforms such as price information services and product comparison sites
which again support the growth of online shopping.

Group management report

E-commerce is an increasingly important sales channel within most retail sectors. For
example in Germany alone during 2007 online retail spending totaled more than EUR 18
billion. Further growth in European online retailing seems probable, in particular in view of
the inherent advantages which online retail offers compared to existing bricks-and-mortar
retail concepts, such as wider product range and higher shopping convenience. Independent
market observers, such as Forrester Research and TNS Infratest also indicate that online
retail will continue to enjoy double-digit percentage annual growth rates during the coming
five to seven years.
Within pet supplies, the proportion of products sold via the internet is still relatively low
compared to other consumer product categories, and is significantly driven by the revenues
zooplus itself generates across Europe. According to internal calculations, the company
believes that to date only around 1.5 % of the total European pet market has migrated
online.
zooplus, as the dominant market leader, is thus very well positioned to benefit strongly
from continuing and future changes of existing distribution and retail structures.
Competitive position
Advantages over online competitors
In general, there are significantly lower barriers to market entry in online retailing as
compared to traditional bricks-and-mortar retailing. As a result, zooplus is confronted with a
host of small and mostly regional providers in all of its European markets, such as, for example,
independent and owner-managed pet stores with small individual web shops and local
delivery options.
In contrast to these small-scale competitors, zooplus is structurally able, simply in terms
of its size and its European market leadership status, to generate critical comparative
advantages resulting from specific economies of scale and efficiency effects which
remain out of reach for smaller providers. This structural advantage in areas such as
purchasing, private label development, logistics, technology, customer service and
marketing is a key factor – and means that zooplus considers itself excellently positioned in
comparison. This is coupled with additional relative advantages with regard to brand
awareness, customer loyalty as well as the company‘s underlying financial and balance sheet
strength.
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At the same time, zooplus’ existing customer base of around 1.4 million European customer
accounts means that the company is benefiting from a substantial endogenous dynamic in
terms of new customer acquisition due to word of mouth recommendations and other viral
effects.
Comparative advantages enjoyed over bricks-and-mortar competitors
zooplus AG‘s business model is based on a lean, technologically efficient and scalable value
chain in connection with a convincing customer shopping experience in terms of selection,
price and convenience.
zooplus does not operate any physical stores or outlets. Instead it is able to supply
customers throughout Europe with a significantly larger product range distributed out
of one central warehouse than existing offline retailers. At the same time, the company‘s
centralized management and administration structures and associated efficiency gains
help to compensate for certain size-based advantages still enjoyed by the few larger bricksand-mortar pet store chains, particularly in terms of sourcing and product purchasing.
zooplus AG‘s medium-term objective is to consolidate and increase its online leadership and
to sustainably benefit from an anticipated further and substantial growth in online retail
overall.
Group structure
The zooplus group comprises three wholly owned subsidiaries which are consolidated into
the consolidated financial statements and which are dependent upon the group.
zooplus AG, Munich, Germany
•
•
•

bitiba GmbH, Munich, Germany
matina GmbH, Munich, Germany
zooplus services ltd, Oxford, UK

zooplus AG is managed by a four-member Management Board:
Dr. Cornelius Patt, CEO
Guido Bienhaus, CTO
Florian Seubert, CFO
Andrea Skersies, CMO

The Management Board is advised and controlled by the supervisory board. At the end
of the year, the supervisory board comprised:
Felix von Schubert (Chairman)
Frank Seehaus (Deputy Chairman)
Dr. Norbert Stoeck
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The workforce increased during the fiscal year from 51 to 79 full time employees (without
the Management Board) at the end of the year. In addition, the company also employs
around 20 part-time and student employees. Employee turnover among the permanent
employees continues to be low compared to industry standards.
At zooplus, our employees‘ human capital is a key success factor. We regularly conduct
internal employee training sessions and many employees participate in external training
programs, which has helped to further increase the quality of our work and our workforce‘s
ability to create value.
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Corporate strategy – profitable pan-European growth
The management aims to maintain and expand its existing market leadership within
the European online pet supplies space and, at the same time, to constantly increase the
company‘s earnings (defined as pre-tax income).
Given this backdrop, our activities focus on the following specific objectives:
•
•
•

Expanding and increasing our customer base in all European markets
Increasing the average revenue and variable contribution margin per customer
Achieving a disproportionately lower increase in the company‘s fixed and semi-fixed
costs versus its overall revenue growth rate

In order to achieve these targets, the company utilizes a wide range of financial and nonfinancial indicators and steering tools, in particular focusing on the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Price and product range management
Future-oriented new customer acquisitions and customer management
Logistics and distribution management
Working capital management and payment optimization

Relevant performance criteria are managed and controlled using target-oriented as well as
process-specific indicators. These are reviewed regularly and can be adjusted and modified
over the short to medium term if required. The company attaches particular importance to
clearly and unmistakably communicating its key targets to its employees.
Technology and development
zooplus primarily regards itself as being a technology-driven internet retail company. New
and further developments of core operational processes and systems are usually initiated
and executed internally with a view towards building up and leveraging the company’s
proprietary know how base. External partners are called in if it is deemed sensible to
supplement this internal expertise as well as our physical capacity for implementation.
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During the past few years, hardware systems and highly-specific software solutions
developed in house and in all key areas of the company have made a decisive contribution
to zooplus AG‘s success. From a current perspective they will also be a key component in
achieving the company‘s future targets.
Business areas in which these proprietary systems play a key role include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Price and margin management
Logistics management and control
National and international payments processes
Online marketing and customer acquisition
Working capital management and stock procurement
Financial controlling

Business development in 2008
The economy and the overall retail market space
The global economy has been experiencing a broadly negative trend since the start of
2008. The economic slump, which started in the United States in 2007 as a sub-prime loan
crisis, grew to become a full-blown recession in all of the leading industrial nations by the
end of the year. This seems without comparison in terms of scope and extent since 1945.
Growth in the world’s large economies has slowed down rapidly during the course of the
year, resulting in the fact that real economic growth for 2008 in Western Europe and
North America was practically zero. The economic outlook for 2009 as a whole makes a
significant further deterioration in the overall situation look likely.
The impact on zooplus AG‘s development and outlook
As things stand today, zooplus believes that the European pet supplies market will prove
to be comparatively resilient even within an overall recessionary environment. In view of a
continuously strong and growing online retail segment as well as a high proportion of our
revenues derived from repeat and recurring demands, we believe that zooplus is relatively
well positioned to successfully master the current fiscal year 2009.
For online pet supplies in general, we believe that substantial growth will continue to be
realized across all of Europe’s high-volume markets.
Nevertheless, a negative overall change impacting upon current pet industry pricing and
margin structure cannot be completely ruled out for 2009, particularly in the event of a
further deterioration of the macroeconomic climate. In spite of this, however, we continue
to believe that zooplus is relatively well equipped in comparison with other market
participants and that we shall be able to compensate sufficiently for any such developments
should they occur or gain in prominence during the course of the year.
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A more detailed corporate forecast for 2009 can be found in the forecast report section of this
management report.

Earnings position, financial position and net assets
Earnings situation
Revenue growth
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As the European market leader, zooplus was able to significantly increase its sales and
total operating income last year. Total sales is the sum of sales and other operating income,
and was up by 54 % from EUR 55.4 million to EUR 85.1 million.
This growth was mostly due to the significant increase in the customer base in all of the
company‘s geographic markets and also due to the high level of customer loyalty and
repeat purchase rates among existing customers. Both of these trends underscore and
prove the sustainable market success of our business model.
Sales increased from EUR 52.5 million in 2007 to EUR 80.3 million in 2008. Other operating
income grew from EUR 2.8 million to EUR 4.8 million in the period under review. Sales
reflect product purchases, whereas other operating income includes income from industryspecific bonuses, advertising income and other remuneration. In historic terms, this has
remained relatively constant in relation to overall sales.
Pet supplies retail is mostly unaffected by seasonal fluctuations.
In total, growth in sales and other operating income clearly show that zooplus, as the
market leader, is benefiting from a migration in demand from the traditional sales channels
of bricks-and-mortar retailing towards online retailing.
Total sales (Revenues and other operating income)
in million EUR
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40
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2007

2008
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Expense items
The following section provides a brief overview of the amount of and changes in the key
expense items. Please refer to the consolidated financial statements and the notes to the
consolidated financial statements for more comprehensive and detailed figures. All of the
percentages in the following section are approximate figures and can be subject to slight
rounding differences compared with the figures of the consolidated financial statements.
Cost of materials
The company‘s cost of materials grew at a slower rate than overall sales during the period
under review. The cost of materials to total sales ratio of 58.7 % in 2008 was a 0.6 %
improvement compared to the previous year. This also caused the company‘s net product
margin to increase from 40.7 % in 2007 to 41.3 % in 2008.
Cost of materials rate
in %
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The main drivers for this development were the company‘s active pricing management
and the improved purchasing terms and conditions in its sourcing business (volume
effects with own and third-party brands). A contradictory trend during the year under
review was the negative impact of the falling exchange rate for British Pounds (GBP). It was
not possible to immediately compensate for all negative effects as a result of the falling
EUR/GBP exchange rate by adjusting local GBP prices in the UK.
Personnel costs
The fact that personnel costs grew slower than total operating revenue is worthy of
particular mention. These costs increased from EUR 3.4 million in 2007 to EUR 4.2 million
in 2008 and stood at 4.9 % of total sales in 2008 compared to around 6.1 % in 2007. This
corresponds to an 1.2 % improvement in the ratio of personnel costs to total sales.
In total, a high degree of operational efficiency meant that personnel costs increased at
a lower rate than the increase in total operating revenue in 2008, which caused significant
economies of scale to be realized. zooplus had 79 employees at the end of 2008
(51 employees at the end of 2007).
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Depreciation and amortization
Scheduled depreciation and amortization costs increased from EUR 0.3 million in 2007 to
EUR 0.4 million in 2008, down from 0.6 % of total sales to 0.4 % overall.
Logistics and fulfillment expenses
zooplus AG‘s business model requires warehousing, stock picking and the shipment of the
products sold to our customers. In addition, additional expenses arise in areas such as the
processing of returns, storage, and other costs of logistics and distribution. These activities
are - in essence - the zooplus equivalent to outlet and other high street costs within offline
retail.
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Expenses for logistics and fulfillment increased from EUR 12.5 million in 2007 to
EUR 17.6 million in 2008, down from 22.5 % of total operating revenue to 20.7 %.
This is due, in particular, to sustained economies of scale in zooplus AG‘s logistics center
in Staufenberg/Lower Saxony (Germany). This distribution center will reach a maximum
annual capacity of revenues totaling EUR 140 million over the medium term, and is
due to be supplemented by a separate distribution center in The Netherlands from the
fourth quarter of 2009 onwards (please also see the forecast report).
Marketing expenses
The acquisition of new customers on all European markets lies at the heart of our
marketing efforts. This is the case, in particular, for online marketing, where the efficiency
of individual acquisition activities is constantly measured and benchmarked and individual
activities are adjusted accordingly. This relates to the entire spectrum of search engine
optimization and affiliate marketing, other online partnerships and marketing tools as
well as direct marketing. In addition, minor activities are undertaken for traditional and
offline-based marketing. zooplus attaches great importance to the fact that all of its core
marketing competencies are kept in house, although the company occasionally cooperates
with third parties in implementing some of these projects.
Expenses for marketing increased from EUR 3.0 million in 2007 to EUR 5.3 million in 2008,
up from 5.4 % of total sales to 6.2 %. This increase was consciously made as part of the
company‘s overall strategy of penetrating all of its key European markets, reaching a critical
size in terms of both customer numbers and overall sales and thereby establishing a clear
market leadership. The company believes that this contributes fundamentally towards longterm and sustainably increasing our enterprise value.
Payment transaction costs
Expenses for payment transactions increased from EUR 0.5 million in 2007 to EUR 0.8 million
in 2008, reflecting an increase in overall credit card transaction costs due to an increased
underlying share of international credit card transactions as a result of our international
expansion.
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Other expenses
Other expenses, in addition to logistics and fulfillment, marketing and payment transactions
described above included, in particular, customer care and services, office rental, general
administrative expenses, technology as well as other minor expenses incurred as part of our
ordinary operating activities in 2008.
IPO expenses
The company went public on May 9, 2008 on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange‘s Entry Standard
segment. zooplus AG had been preparing for its IPO since the end of 2006. This project
was planned and implemented so that the company could later and in due course relist
onto the more regulated Prime Standard segment.
The expenses included in the financial statements span the entire period from 2006 to
the end of the project in June 2008 and amount to a total of EUR 2.0 million. As can
be derived from the consolidated cash flow statement, only around one third of these
expenses was effectively incurred during 2008. The bulk of the expenses had already been
incurred during 2006 and 2007 but could only be made income-effective after the
successful end of the project and according to IFRS rules.
Financial expenses
In order to finance its working capital, zooplus AG has access to a variable credit line
from the company‘s major bank. This financing facility totals EUR 3.0 million and is not
fully used. During the course of the year, the amount used fluctuated between a maximum
of approx. EUR 2 million and EUR 0 and a positive balance of cash and cash equivalents of
approx. EUR 1.5 million, respectively. This also accounts for the company‘s financial expenses
(interest expenses) as well as the financial income (interest income). In addition, it must
be noted that during the first half of the year the company repaid the last remaining
shareholder loan, which bore interest through to its repayment.
Tax income
In addition to the costs of the IPO, the income tax income in 2008 is the second income
statement item which was unique in terms of both form and content, and which is not
likely to be incurred again in subsequent years.
As a result of a final positive assessment issued by the German tax authorities during the
first half of 2008 on the validity of the company’s losses carried forward to be used in
calculation against future profits (these losses stemming from the company‘s start-up
phase), future tax benefits are also to be recognized as income according to international
financial reporting standards (IFRS) as a one-off in the current year – which is the year of
the official assessment. This situation thus results in a one-off effect for 2008 of a
positive tax income totaling EUR 4.9 million.
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Profit growth
As already mentioned above, consolidated net profits in 2008 are subject to two unique
extraordinary factors, which the company believes should be taken into account when
observing its overall profit situation.
These factors are the expenses incurred from the company’s IPO in 2008 as well as the
income from the capitalization of losses carried forward.
These extraordinary factors total EUR 2.9 million, and thus significantly improve total net
profits.
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In comparing the figures, operating income excluding IPO costs thus appears to be the most
meaningful figure to be considered.
Operating income (EBIT excluding IPO costs)
Operating income/EBIT (excluding IPO costs) improved substantially during the year
under review by around 200 % from EUR 0.9 million to EUR 2.7 million and thus stood
at approx. 3.2 % of total sales compared to 1.6 % in 2007.
EBIT (before IPO expenses)
in thousand EUR
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Factors which had a positive impact in this respect include the following:
•
•
•

a reduction in the cost of goods sold
reductions in the relative costs of logistics and fulfillment
a reduction in the overall personnel cost ratio

The following had a negative impact:
•

increases in marketing spending as part of our accelerated customer acquisition
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Operating income after IPO costs/EBIT
As a result of the fact that the total costs of the IPO were fully carried in the accounts for
2008, operating income after IPO costs/EBIT totaled EUR 0.7 million compared to
EUR 0.9 million in 2007.
Pre-tax profit/EBT
Pre-tax earnings in 2008 totaled EUR 0.7 million compared to EUR 0.9 million. This change
is due to the recognition of the entire IPO project costs in 2008. Again, reference should be
made to the improvement in operating income excluding IPO costs.
Consolidated net profit
Consolidated net profit in 2008 totaled EUR 5.8 million compared to EUR 0.9 million.
This change includes the recognition of the entire costs of the IPO as well as the
extraordinary impact from the tax-effective recognition of losses carried forward during 2008
(cf above).

Consolidated net profit
in million EUR
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Assets and liabilities
Long-term assets totaled EUR 5.9 million at the end of 2008 compared to EUR 1.0 million
at the end of 2007. This is mainly due to the IFRS impact of the deferred tax assets
being recognized by the German tax authorities in early 2008.
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Short-term assets increased during the period under review to EUR 16.8 million at the
end of 2008 compared to EUR 10.6 million as of December 31, 2007. This is mainly due
to a substantial increase in inventories as a result of the expansion of zooplus AG‘s
private label business as well as a deliberate increase in product availability and
product range across all European markets. Compared to 2007, this is an above-par
increase with respect to underlying sales growth.
In particular with regards to general product availability and private label development,
with the latter being subject to longer procurement cycles, increased inventory levels
are a key driver of sales per individual customer account, and also contribute
substantially to our successful product margin improvements.
In addition, and as part of the company‘s drive for growth, the accounts receivable
recorded also increased in line with expectations. However, this growth was at a
substantially lower rate than overall sales growth. Total write-offs for these receivables
remain at a constantly low rate of around 1 % of sales.
Equity totaled EUR 9.9 million at the end of 2008 compared to EUR 4.0 million at the
end of 2007. The equity ratio on December 31, 2008 thus stood at around 43 %.
Accounts payable totaled EUR 8.1 million on December 31, 2008, compared to
EUR 3.1 million at the end of 2007. As a rule, zooplus only uses around 20 % of the
maximum payment periods available in order to make use and benefit from
early-payment terms and resulting margin improvements. This makes business sense
from both an overall earnings perspective as well as in view of the company‘s readily
available financing options. zooplus will continue to make use of early payment options
in the future in order to maximize margins and potential income.
The company has a flexible bank credit line of EUR 3.0 million at its disposal. This credit
line was increased during the year from EUR 1.25 million to a current total of
EUR 3.0 million. In total, it should be noted that zooplus is not subject to any particular
restrictions which could potentially have impacted its availability of financing.
Other liabilities and short-term debt remained mostly constant during the year under
review, totaling EUR 3.3 million at the end of 2008 compared to EUR 3.2 million as of
December 31, 2007. The most important change in this respect was the payment of
foreign VAT totaling approx EUR 2.5 million for the United Kingdom and France, covering
a period from 2006 to 2008. This was due to prolonged and delayed tax registration
processes in France and the United Kingdom.
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The company‘s total assets thus were EUR 22.7 million at the end of 2008 compared to
EUR 11.6 million on December 31, 2007.
Cash flow, liquidity and financing
Cash flow from operating activities totaled EUR -0.7 million in 2008 compared to
EUR -0.5 million in 2007. Key drivers were the first-time deduction of foreign VAT in France
and the United Kingdom as well as a deliberate and substantial increase in warehouse
capacity.
Cash flow from investing activities (EUR -0.6 million in 2008 compared to EUR -0.8 million
in 2007) as well as the cash flow from financing activities (EUR -0.7 million in 2008 as a
result of repayment of the last shareholder loan compared to EUR 1.9 million in 2007
– the latter mostly due to the company‘s capital increase in H1 2007 required as a
precondition to attain the requisite number of individual shares for the IPO) were significantly
lower.
To summarize, as a retail company zooplus is subject to substantial volatility in items
that are of relevance to both the balance sheet and cash flow, such as inventories,
receivables, payables as well as VAT payment schedules. This has led to a significantly higher
fluctuation within these accounts during the year as compared to the development of our
earnings.
In total, given its strong equity base, its dynamic and positive income situation as well
as its existing and stable financing facilities, the company believes that it is excellently
equipped to support strong future growth as well as the related effects on our working
capital and asset base (mostly inventories and receivables from customers).
Summary statement on zooplus AG‘s economic position
zooplus AG enjoyed excellent growth in 2008. Total sales were up 54 % to
EUR 85.1 million with operational profits tripling in the process. Net Profits increased
on an even higher rate due to beneficial tax effects. In summary, zooplus succeeded in
combining dynamic growth with a substantial increase in profitability levels during 2008,
as was also the case for 2007.

Opportunities and risks
As an internationally operating business, zooplus is exposed to a wide-ranging variety
of business opportunities and risk factors. The dynamic penetration of new markets and the
establishment market-leading positions within all key European markets lies at the heart
of our entrepreneurial activities. As a result, the Management Board already set up a
comprehensive risk monitoring and management system at a very early stage. Within this
context, the company‘s individual departments are primarily responsible for identifying
and evaluating risks as well as developing relevant and effective counterstrategies.
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Key opportunities and risks
The following section outlines the major opportunities and risks facing zooplus AG‘s
business activities.
Key opportunities from a company perspective are:

•

Benefitting from sustained growth within the European internet retail space
Developing and penetrating Europe’s online pet supplies markets
Establishing zooplus as European online pet supplies market leader on the basis
of a convincing customer experience
Achieving substantial and dynamically growing sales and profitability levels
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•
•
•

Major risks are considered to be:
•
•
•
•
•

Long-term acceptance of the internet as a sales channel for buying pet products
Stable performance of internal and external IT systems and networks
Quality and reliability of third-party suppliers' products and services
Foreign currency and transactional risks
Sundry other risks forming part of our general business activities

As of today, and in view of the company‘s dynamic overall development, we believe that
both the risks and potential threats to our business model are limited and firmly
within our control. From the company‘s current perspective there appear neither to exist
any individual risks or threats which might potentially endanger the company’s continued
existence nor do we believe that the sum of all individual risks taken together might do so.

Forecast
Underlying global macroeconomic conditions are expected to deteriorate substantially
during 2009 compared to 2008. From a current perspective, it remains to be seen whether
the European pet market will be able to fundamentally detach itself from these trends.
We are thus forecasting stagnating to slightly falling total revenues for our industry as a
whole in 2009. We must assume that, at least over the short-term and for staple products
such as foods, price and margin pressure will increase. zooplus will react to these
developments by increasing the range of its own private label products and through
a more dynamic and flexible price and margin management.
Irrespective of this, however, we believe that online shopping per se will continue to
grow substantially during the coming year and, consequently, gain in importance as
a sales and distribution channel. zooplus will benefit substantially from these effects.
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Overall, we are forecasting the following results for zooplus for 2009:
•
•

Total sales will increase by around 40 % from EUR 85 million to around
EUR 120 million
Earnings before interest and taxes will increase from EUR 2.7 million to between
EUR 3.4 and EUR 4.0 million

Key sales and expense factors behind these anticipated changes are:
•

•

•

•

•

We are forecasting a significant increase in total sales across all European markets
based upon a substantial total increase in the number of active and newly acquired
customers
We are forecasting only a slight increase in our overall product margin for 2009 in view
of an anticipated and recession-related uncertainty in terms of consumer prices and
product sourcing terms
We believe that logistics costs will increase slightly on a percentage basis over
revenues during 2009. This is due, in particular, to the planned opening of a second
logistics facility located in the south of The Netherlands, which will lead to an
increase in fixed costs and one-off expenses of approx. EUR 0.8 - 1.0 million for 2009.
These effects are included in the company‘s forecast (see above). However, over the
long run we believe that this new production facility will significantly reduce
our international parcel distribution costs as well as substantially reduce our
international parcel delivery times.
As a result of the planned significant increase in new customer accounts, we are
forecasting a slight increase in marketing costs over revenues in 2009. The company
is planning to acquire around 550,000 new customer accounts during 2009
(compared to around 400,000 new accounts acquired during 2008). With a view
towards zooplus’ long-term prospects, these new customers are a crucial component
on our path towards sustainable and long-term European market leadership as
well as towards reaching critical operational mass.
We believe that it will be possible to realize substantial economies of scale within
personnel expenses, technology and infrastructure as well as other operating
expenses.

As during previous years, the prime focus for 2009 will be the company’s overall growth.
From our perspective, it is absolutely mission-critical for zooplus to maintain its
European market leadership and to further expand its position in its key markets. That is
why we will continue to gear zooplus towards dynamic growth in 2009 in the belief
that such a counter-cyclical strategy makes business sense – in particular during
periods of overall economic crisis – in order to expand our relative strengths and
advantages over actual and potential competitors.
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In addition, the company aims to relist from Frankfurt Stock Exchange‘s Entry Standard
to the Prime Standard segment. The costs of a potential relisting have not been included in
our forecasts.
Over the medium term zooplus aims to achieve pan-European revenues of at least EUR 250
million on the back of pre-tax earnings levels of between 6.0 and 8.0 % of revenue.

Overall outlook
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The European online pet supplies market will continue to enjoy substantial growth and be
a very attractive market place in which to operate in. zooplus AG is excellently positioned
to benefit strongly from these future developments. As a result, the Management Board is
forecasting a favorable overall development for the company during 2009.
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Consolidated Balance Sheet
Assets

Note

Dec 31st, 2008

Dec 31st, 2007

I. Long-term assets

7

617,976.05

495,724.38

II. Intangible assets

8

380,710.71

440,530.54

0,00

22,483.50

4,925,571.12

48,870.22

5,924,257.88

1,007,608.64

in EUR
A.Long-term assets

III. Financial assets
IV. Deferred tax assets

9

Total long-term assets
B. Short-term assets
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I. Inventory

10

9,046,252.31

3,347,914.84

II. Advance payments

11

545,535.66

369,983.34

III. Accounts receivable

12

4,162,587.35

2,572,256.53

IV. Other short-term assets

13

2,571,722.54

2,939,630.99

V. Cash in hand and cash equivalents

14

465,235.72

1,408,758.81

Total short-term assets

16,791,333.58

10,638,544.51

Total assets

22,715,591.46

11,646,153.15
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Liabilities

Note

Dec 31st, 2008

Dec 31st, 2007

I. Capital subscribed

15

2,406,020.00

2,386,150.00

II. Capital reserves

15

20,556,046.46

20,458,480.93

-402.18

-9.32

-13,083,113.10

-18,838,800.92

9,878,551.18

4,005,820.69

9

0.00

384,939.37

I. Short-term debt

17

8,065,705.53

3,134,639.42

II. Financial debt

18

1,203,057.45

839,417.51

III. Other short-term liabilities

19

3,358,303.17

3,237,888.83

144,074.13

47.33

65,900.00

43,400.00

Total short-term debt

12,837,040.28

7,255,393.09

Total liabilities

22,715,591.46

11,646,153.15

in EUR
A. Equity

III. Other reserves
IV. Profit and Loss carried forward

15

Total equity
B. Long-term debt
Deferred tax liabillties

IV. Tax liabilities
V. Provisions

20
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Consolidated Income Statement
(total cost accounting)

Note

2008

2007

Sales

21

80,336,315.74

52,546,465.67

Other operating income

23

4,770,559.30

2,816,687.96

Total sales

85,106,875.04

55,363,153.63

Cost of materials

-49,952,043.03

-32,847,769.70

-4,171,050.35

-3,354,604.76

(-4,082,227.62)

(-3,292,612.39)

(-88,822.73)

(-61,992,37)

7, 8

-380,547.25

-311,335.45

23

-27,905,949.81

-17,940,790.23

(-17,594,794.06)

(-12,454,355.22)

(-5,277,523.63)

(-3,032,871.35)

(-812,284.99)

(-465,493.20)

2,697,284.59

908,653.48

-1,992,936.72

0.00

704,347.87

908,653.48

in EUR

Personnel costs

22

cash
non-cash
Depreciation
Other expenses
of which logistics/fulfillment
of which marketing
of which payment
Operating income (excluding IPO costs)
IPO costs

13

Operating income after IPO costs
Financial income

23

20,549.07

24,475.16

Financial expense

23

-80,044.28

-53,719.40

644,852.66

879,409.24

5,110,835.16

-253,394.19

5,755,687.82

626,015.05

Pre-tax profit
Taxes on income

9

Consolidated net profit
Consolidated profit/loss per share

38

undiluted

24

2.41

0.38

diluted

24

2.29

0.38
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Group cash flow statement
in EUR

Note

2008

2007

644,852.66

879,409.24

380,547.25

311,335.45

Cash Flow from operating activities
Pre-tax operating profit
Allowances for:
depreciation of fixed assets

7, 8

non-cash personnel expenses

16

88,822.73

61,992.37

non-cash IPO expenses

13

1,371,110.83

0.00

109,922.87

1,081.55

other non-cash expenses
Financial expenses

23

80,044.28

53,719.40

Financial income

23

-20,549.07

-24,475.16

-5,698,337.47

-778,737.70

-175,552.32

-327,914.73

-1,590,330,82

-1,081,966.70

Other short-term assets

-983,784.27

-1,582,637.90

Accounts payable

4,931,066.11

-73,804.76

120,414.34

1,996,898.55

22,500.00

14,800.00

-6,778.31

0.00

20,549.07

24,475.16

-705,502.12

-525,825.23

28,310.36

0.00

-578,539.79

-797,409.21

-550,229.43

-797,409.21

Inventory
Advance Payments
Accounts receivable

Other liabilities
Provisions
Tax
Interest income
Cash Flow from operating activities
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Changes in:

Cash Flow from investing activities
Proceeds from disposal of assets
Fixed Assets (net position)

7, 8

Cash Flow from investing activities
Cash Flow from financing activities
Capital increase

15

28,612.80

1,919.896.00

Loan repayments

18

-610,233.64

0.00

-80,044.28

-13,719.40

-661,665.12

1,906,176.60

-1,917,396.67
1,179,574.94

582,942.16
596,632.78

-737,821.73

1,179,574.94

14

465,235.72

1,408,758.81

18

-1,203,057.45

-229,183.87

-737,821.73

1,179,574.94

Interest paid
Cash Flow from financing activities
Net change of cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the
period
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period
Composition of funds balance at the end of the
period
Cash on hand, bank deposits, cheques
Overdraft balances
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period
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Group statement of changes in equity

in EUR
As of January 1, 2008
Additions from stock options

Capital reserves

Other
reserves

Accumulated
profit or loss

Total

2,386,150.00 20,458,480.93

-9.32

-18,838,800.92

4,005,820.69

19,870.00

97,565.53

0.00

0.00

117,435.53

Currency equalisation item

0.00

0.00

-392.86

0.00

-392.86

Net profit/loss 2008

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,755,687.82

5,755,687.82

2,406,020.00 20,556,046.46

-402.18

-13,083,113.10

9,878,551.18

460,000.00 20,388,942.56

0.00

-19,464,815.97

1,384,126.59

As of December 31, 2008
As of January 1, 2007
Additions from exercise of
convertible debentures

13,800.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

13,800.00

1,895,200.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,895,200.00

17,150.00

69,538.37

0.00

0.00

86,688.37

Currency equalisation item

0.00

0.00

-9.32

0.00

-9.32

Net profit/loss 2007

0.00

0.00

0.00

626,015.05

626,015.05

2,386,150.00 20,458,480.93

-9.32

-18,838,800.92

4,005,820.70

Additions from cash contributions
Additions from stock options

As of December 31, 2007
(Note: 15)
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Notes to the Consolidated Accounts
1. Information regarding the company
zooplus AG (henceforth referred to as the „Company“) is a stock corporation as defined under
German law the shares of which are publicly traded since 2008. The registered office is at
Sonnenstrasse 15, 80331 Munich, Germany.
zooplus AG and its subsidiaries are active in the retail of pet supplies in Germany and
Europe. Pet supplies are generally understood to be general foods and accessories. The
Company’s retail operations are carried out mainly via the Company’s websites.
The consolidated annual financial statements were released for publication by the
Management Board on March 31, 2009.

2. Principles of preparing the annual financial
statements
The consolidated annual financial statements of zooplus AG and its subsidiaries
(henceforth referred to as the „Group“) as of December 31, 2008 were prepared in
accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as applied within
the European Union.
The annual financial statements were prepared on the basis of historic purchasing costs.
As an exception to this rule, the fair value through profit or loss is applied to financial
assets available for divestment. The income statement was prepared according to the cost
summary method.
The consolidated annual statements are prepared in EUR, the functional currency and
representational Group currency. Unless indicated otherwise all values are expressed in
integer EUR quantities and cents.

3. Consolidation principles
The consolidated financial statements comprise zooplus AG and its subsidiaries as of
December 31 of every financial year. The financial statements of the subsidiaries are
prepared according to the same accounting and valuation methods as used for the Group.

Notes

Subsidiaries are consolidated fully into the accounts from the date at which they were
acquired, i.e. the date at which the Group has obtained full control over them. The
inclusion in the consolidated financial statements comes to an end the moment the Group
no longer exercises this control.
The capital is consolidated according to the so-called purchase method. This means that
within the framework of a merger of company accounts, identifiable assets, debt and
potential liabilities are valued at their fair value through profit or loss for the initial
consolidation. Should the purchasing cost of an acquired company exceed the value of the
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Group‘s acquired shareholding of the group, i.e. the fair value through profit or loss, the
excess is entered as goodwill.
Expenses, income, receivables and liabilities between the companies included in the
consolidation as well as intermediate data from trading within the Group (of inventory and
intangible assets) are eliminated. For consolidation transactions which affect the Company’s
annual profit deferred tax entries are created.
As in the previous year, the following subsidiaries have been included in the consolidated
annual financial statements:
Part of the equity shareholding
TEUR
matina GmbH, Munich

100 %

21

bitiba GmbH, Munich

100 %

33

zooplus services Ltd., Oxford, UK

100 %

1

4. Accounting and valuation principles
Amendments to the accounting and valuation principles
The accounting and valuation methods applied generally correspond to those used the
previous year. Furthermore the Group has applied within the new interpretations IFRIC 11
(dealings in own shares and those of subsidiaries) and IFRIC 14 (limits on performanceoriented asset values) which have become binding as of January 1, 2008. Both
interpretations have no effect upon the Group.
Standards or interpretations, which have become either public information or binding rules
after January 1, 2008 have not been applied preemptively. These are:
• 	Amendment to IAS 1 (representation of accounts)
• 	Amendment to IAS 23 (costs of liabilities)
• 	Amendment to IAS 32 and IAS1 (representation of financial instruments)
• Amendment to IFRS 1 and IAS 27 (purchasing costs of subsidiary shares)
• Amendment to IFRS 2 (share-based remuneration)
• IFRS 8 (business segments)
• IFRIC 13 (customer loyalty programs)
These new regulations are not applied with the Group. IFRS 8 has no impact upon the
Group at present. With a view towards the further growth of the Group, however, potential
future requirements for change will be monitored.
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The following standards and interpretations which have become effective after January 1,
2008 have not been recognized by the EU so far and have not been applied to the Group
either.
• 	Amendment to IAS 39 (qualifying transactions)
• 	IFRS 1 (first time application of IFRS)
• 	IFRS 3 (company mergers)
• 	IAS 27 (group and individual accounts according to IFRS)
• 	IFRIC 12 (concessionary service agreements)
• 	IFRIC 15 (agreements on the construction of realty)
• 	IFRIC 16 (hedging foreign net investments)
• 	IFRIC 17 (dividends in kind)
• 	IFRIC 18 (transfers of customer-held assets)
Fixed assets
Fixed assets are entered on the balance sheet at purchasing or production costs net of
accumulated planned depreciation and accumulated value diminution expenses.
The purchasing and production costs of the fixed assets comprise the purchase price,
import duties and other non-refundable taxes as well as all directly attributable costs that
are incurred when the asset is put into operational condition. Reductions in the purchase
price such as rebates, volume and early payment discounts are deducted from the
purchase price. Subsequent costs such as repair and maintenance costs are entered in the
period during which they are incurred, thereby affecting the annual profit. If such costs
can be shown to lead to an increase in the future economic benefit resulting from the use
of the asset which is higher than the original costs, these additional costs are entered as
subsequent purchasing and production costs.
The estimated useful lives of respective assets are the basis of the planned straight
line depreciation, with useful lives between three and ten years being assumed. If fixed
assets are divested or disposed of, their purchase costs and also the accumulated
depreciation are removed from the balance sheet, and any profit or loss arising from the
sale is entered into the income statement.
Intangible assets

Notes

When first entered into the balance sheet intangible assets are valued at their purchasing
costs or production costs. Subsequently they are valued at their purchasing or production
costs net of accumulated planned depreciation and the accumulated value diminution
expenses. Expenses for intangible assets produced internally are entered during the period
of their production except in the case of development costs that can be treated as assets.
There are currently no development costs of this type.
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Intangible assets with a limited lifetime are subject to straight-line depreciation for their
estimated useful life. The length of the depreciation period and the depreciation method
will be reviewed annually at the end of each financial year.
Expenses for software purchases with a limited lifetime are accounted for as intangible
assets in as far as these expenses cannot be considered as part of the corresponding
hardware. The estimated useful lifetime of these assets for which payment was made varies
between one and three years.
Diminution in value of fixed assets
At every reporting date the Group assesses fixed tangible and intangible assets for
signs of value diminution. If there are such signs the Group estimates the amount that could
be realised for the item concerned. If the book value of an asset exceeds this amount the
asset is considered to have suffered value diminution and it is written down to the amount
that it could be realised for. The amount that could be realised is judged to be the higher of
the following two amounts: the fair value through profit or loss net of costs of divestment,
and the usage value. The usage value is the cash value expected from the further use of the
asset together with its sales value at the end of its useful life. The usage value is determined
for every asset individually or for the unit generating the corresponding cash or cash
equivalents.
Leasing
Whether an agreement is considered a leasing agreement depends on the financial
aspects of the agreement which in turn requires an estimate whether the fulfilment of the
contractual agreement is dependent upon the use of a particular asset and whether the
agreement includes a right of use for this asset.
Financial leasing agreements for which all general property-based risks and upsides
connected with respect to the transferred asset are assigned to the Group did not exist
during 2008. Correspondingly, there were no assets arising from financial leasing
agreements to be considered as assets in the balance sheet.
Lease payments for operating lease agreements for which all significant risks remain with
the lessor are included as costs in the income statement subject to straight-line
depreciation over the duration of the leasing agreement.
Financial investments and other financial assets
As defined by IAS 39 and depending on individual analysis, financial assets are classified
either as financial assets that are valued at fair value through profit or loss and which,
therefore, affect the annual profit/loss, or as loans and receivables, or as financial
investments kept until final maturity, or as financial assets available for divestment.
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Financial assets that are classified as being kept for trading purposes are included in the
category „financial assets that are valued at fair value through profit or loss and which
affect the annual profit/loss“. Financial assets are classified as being held for trading
purposes if they have been acquired for the purpose of divestment in the near future.
Derivative financial instruments are also classified as being held for trading purposes
unless they are designated as sureties and are also used as such. Profit or loss arising from
financial assets that are held for trading purposes are entered into the accounts in a way that
they affect the annual profit/loss. As at December 31, 2008 no financial assets
had been designated as being valued at fair value through profit or loss and affecting
the annual profit/loss (2007: nil).
Non-derivative financial assets with fixed or at least ascertainable payments and fixed
maturity are classified as financial assets to be kept to final maturity if the Group
intends to keep these assets until their maturity and is in a position to do so. Financial
assets that are kept to final maturity are valued at the updated purchase costs. This is the
amount at which a financial asset was first valued net of repayments and plus/minus
accumulated amortisation of any difference between the original amount and the amount
to be repaid at final maturity, applying the effective interest rate method. Profits or losses
arising from financial investments valued at the updated purchase costs are accounted
for in the financial year concerned if the financial investments were deleted as well as
being within the scope of the amortisation. As of the December 31, 2008 there were no
financial assets that were designated as financial assets to be kept to final maturity
(2007: nil).
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or ascertainable
payments that are not traded in an active market. After these have first been entered
in the accounts, they are valued at the updated purchase costs applying the effective
interest rate method. Profits and losses arising from these are entered so as to contribute
to the total profit/loss for the period if the financial investments were removed,
reduced in value or if they were the subject of amortization.

Notes

Financial assets available for divestment are those non-derivative financial assets that
have been classified as being available for divestment and have not been classified as
belonging to one of the three aforementioned categories. After these have first been
entered into the accounts the financial assets kept for divestment purposes are valued
at fair value through profit or loss, with the ensuing profit or loss being entered as a
separate equity item. At the time at which the financial investments are deleted or at which
a value diminution has been established for the financial investment, the accumulated
profit or loss entered previously as equity is now entered into the income statement
such that the profit and loss is affected. Recoveries in value of equity instruments that
are not classified as being available for divestment are not entered as a profit or loss
for the period concerned. Recoveries in value for debt instruments are entered so as to
have an effect on the profit/loss if the increase of the fair value through profit or loss
of the instrument can be objectively allocated to an event that occurred after the
diminution value had been entered (as a loss).
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The securities held by the Company were classified as financial assets available for
divestment.
Value diminutions of financial assets
If there is an objective indication that loans and receivables accounted for at updated
purchasing costs have decreased in value, the amount of the decrease is calculated as
the difference between the book value of the asset and the value of the cash flow to be
expected in the future discounted at the asset‘s original effective interest rate. The asset‘s
book value is reduced by the corresponding decrease in value. The amount of the decrease
is accounted for as a loss. If the value of the allowance in one of the following reporting
periods falls and if this fall can be objectively allocated to an event occurring after the value
diminution has been entered, the allowance accounted for earlier will be cancelled. The
subsequent recovery in value is entered as a profit in as far as the book value of the asset
does not exceed the updated purchasing costs at the time of the recovery in value.
For trade receivables an allowance is made if there is an objective indication that the Group
will not be in a position to collect the receivables.
If an asset available for divestment is reduced in value, that part of an equity item that is
equal to the difference between the purchasing costs and the current fair value through
profit or loss net of any allowances already entered as losses of this financial asset is
reclassified and entered into the income statement.
Inventory
Raw materials, consumables and operational supplies as well as items for resale are valued
at the lower value of either purchasing or production costs or the net divestment value.
The net divestment value is the estimated value at which it could be sold as a normal
business transaction net of the estimated divestment costs still to be incurred.
Because of the high stock turnover and the corresponding short time items for resale are
held in stock these will effectively be valued according to FIFO.
Liquid funds
These comprise bank deposits as well as cash on hand, and are valued at nominal value.
Interest-bearing loans
When loans are first accounted for they are valued at fair value through profit or loss of
the loan after deducting the transaction costs connected with the loan. After the first entry
the interest-bearing loans are subsequently valued at updated purchasing costs applying
the effective interest rate method. Profits and losses are accounted for in the reporting
period concerned if the debt has been deleted or has been amortized.
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Deleting financial assets and financial debt
A financial asset is deleted if one of the three following conditions is fulfilt:
• 	The contractual rights to the cash flow arising from a financial asset have elapsed.
• 	The Group reserves the contractual right to claim the cash flow from the financial
assets, assumes, however, a contractual obligation to pay the cash flow without
significant delays to a third party within the framework of an agreement that
fulfils the conditions of IAS 39.19 („pass through arrangement“).
• 	The Group is to transfer its contractual rights to the cash flow arising from the
financial asset and (a) is to transfer in general all risks and opportunities connected
with the title to the financial asset, or (b) must neither transfer nor retain in all risks and
opportunities connected with the title to the financial assets, must however transfer
the disposal over the financial asset.
A financial obligation is deleted if the obligation is then fulfillt, or notice has been
given of terminating it, or if it has elapsed.
Provisions
A provision is created if the Group has a current obligation (legal or factual) resulting
from a past event for which the use of resources with economic benefits for fulfilling the
obligation is probable and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation.
Provisions are audited at every reporting date and amended according to the best estimate
in each case. The amount of the provision corresponds to the present value of the probable
costs required to fulfill the obligation. If the effect of interest is significant provisions are
made at a discounted interest rate before tax which reflects any risks specific to the debt.
Currency Conversion
Within the annual accounts of zooplus AG and its subsidiaries, foreign currency
transactions are calculated on the basis of the relevant exchange rates at the time of the
transaction. Subsequent currency gains and losses are booked into the profit- and loss
accounts.

Notes

Foreign-currency denominated accounts (i.e. non-Euro) are converted according to
IAS 21 and the functional currency principle. Foreign-currency transactions are converted
into the functional currency at the date of the transaction. At the end of the accounting
period, and on the basis of the prevailing exchange rate on the final day of the accounting
period, potential gains and losses are booked accordingly. Accounts of subsidiaries
denominated in foreign currencies are converted according to the modified final day
method. Assets and liabilities are converted based upon the exchange rate prevailing
on the final day of the period. Profit- and loss account positions are calculated and
converted into Euro based upon average exchange rates during the period. The resulting
net profit or loss is then entered into the balance sheet. Potential differences are included
into the balance-sheet on an earnings-neutral basis.
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Share-based remuneration
Some Group employees receive a share-based remuneration in the form of equity
instruments. The costs and expenses that arise as a result of equity-related awards are
valued at the fair value through profit or loss of the granted instruments as determined by
applying the Black-Scholes valuation model. When the equity-related transactions are
valued, the only conditions applying, if any, are those linked to zooplus AG‘s share price
(„market conditions“). No other performance-related conditions for exercising the option are
considered.
Expenses arising from equity-related transaction instruments are accounted for with
an accompanying corresponding increase of the equity over the period in which the
performance and/or service conditions are fulfilt. This period ends at the time from which
onward the employee has an irrevocable right to exercise the option. The accumulated
expenses of the equity-related transactions reflect at every reporting date up to the time
when the option may first be exercised the elapsed part of the period between granting
and exercising the option as well as the Group‘s best estimate of the quantity of
non-lapsable equity instruments. The amount that is debited or credited to the income
statement reflects the development of the accumulated expenses at the beginning and
at the end of the reporting period.
Accounting for income
Income is accounted for if it is probable that the economic benefits will accrue to the
Group and the amount of the income can be reliably determined.
When goods are sold sales revenues are realised if the delivery was carried out and the
transfer of risks and opportunities over to the purchaser has taken place. Sales revenues
arising from the sale of goods appear at net value, i.e. after the deduction of VAT, returns,
early payment and volume discounts and rebates. It is common Group business practice
that the purchaser has the right to return the goods. Goods returned by customers after the
reporting date are entered so as to reduce sales revenues. Provisions are created for any
outstanding or uncertain returns.
For the provision of services sales revenues are realised at the point of time in which the
service was provided.
Interest income is entered when the interest payments are made.
Costs of external capital
Costs of external capital are entered as costs during the period in which they are incurred.
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Taxes on income
Actual tax liabilities and claims for tax refunds
The actual tax liabilities and claims for tax refunds for the current period and for earlier
periods are to be valued at the amounts expected for payment to the tax authorities or
expected for refund by the tax authorities respectively. When calculating these amounts
the tax rates and tax laws as valid at the reporting date are applied.
Deferred tax
Deferred tax is entered into the balance sheet by applying the liability method for
temporary differences existing at the reporting date between the value given to an asset
or a debt in the balance sheet and its tax-related value.
Deferred tax liabilities are entered for all taxable temporary differences with the exception
of the following:
• 	Deferred tax liabilities arising from the initial valuation of company goodwill or an
asset or a debt for a business transaction that is not a company merger and at the
time of the transaction neither influences the trading profit nor the taxable profit/loss
for the financial year.
• 	Deferred tax liabilities arising from taxable temporary differences connected with
shareholdings in subsidiaries and associated companies, if the process of reversing
the temporary differences can be controlled and it is likely that the temporary
differences will not be reversed in the foreseeable future.
Deferred tax claims are entered for all deductible temporary differences and losses
brought forward which have not yet been deducted, to the extent in which it is likely
that taxable income will be available in the future against which the deductible temporary
differences and the losses brought forward that have no yet been deducted can be offset,
with the exception of the following:

Notes

• 	Deferred tax claims may not be entered that arise from deductible temporary
differences connected with the initial valuation of an asset or debt that is not related
or connected to a company merger and at the time of the business transaction had
no influence on either the trading profit/loss for the financial year concerned nor
the taxable profits/loss.
• 	Deferred tax claims that arise from deductible temporary differences connected
with shareholdings in subsidiaries and associated companies may only be entered to
the extent in which it is likely that these temporary differences in the foreseeable
future will be reversed and an adequate taxable profit will be available against.
which the temporary differences can be offset.
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The book value of deferred tax claims is reviewed at every reporting date and reduced
to the extent in which it is no longer likely that an adequate taxable profit will be
available against which the deferred tax claim can at least be partially offset. Deferred tax
claims that are not entered onto the balance sheet are reviewed at every reporting date
and entered to the extent in which it has become likely that a future taxable profit will
enable the deferred tax claim to be allowed.
Business transactions after the reporting date
Business transactions that occurred before the reporting date but became known after
the reporting date will be accounted for in the consolidated annual financial statements.
Significant transactions in relation to which economic consequences arise after the
reporting date are explained.

5. Significant estimates and discretionary decisions
Preparing the balance sheet in accordance with IFRS requires making estimates and
assumptions which directly impact the due-date results, expenses, assets and debts as
well as potential other damages. Accordingly the actual development can differ from these
estimates which might substantially affect the book values of the aforementioned items
in the future.
For the application of accounting and evaluation methods senior management has
made the following decisions at its discretion which significantly affect the final
amounts in the annual statement.
Deferred tax
As defined by IAS 12, assets are to be created for deferred tax credits on taxrelevant losses carried forward in as far as it seems sufficiently likely that an adequate
taxable income will be generated in the future from which the tax-relevant losses can be
deducted and for which the tax credits not yet used can be utilised.
On the basis of ongoing and non-finalized legal procedures there was no calculation of
tax credits resulting out of the Company’s total losses carried forward to the amount of
EUR 16,6 mm until the end of 2007 during previous accounting periods. Based upon
recent developments in 2008 we assume that total losses carried forward to the amount
of EUR 14,8 mm until December 2008 can be utilized. Tax credits have been created
accordingly and in compliance with IAS 12.
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6. Segment-oriented reporting
As defined by IAS 14 a segment is a clearly outlined part of the Group that either
produces particular products or provide particular services (business segment) or leases its
products or services at the disposal of a particular economic area (geographical segment),
with the various segments having different risks and opportunities.
zooplus AG is active in only one segment, namely the sale and distribution of pet supplies.
The range of products distributed by the Company is homogenous and cannot be sub-divided.
As an internet retailer the Company distributes its products from a single central location,
independent of the geographic location of its customers. Hence there are no geographical
segments. Consequently the Company does not provides or produce any segment-oriented
reports.

7. Fixed assets
in EUR

2008

2007

1,257,345.10

1,129,093.93

Additions

411,882.64

300,755.75

Disposals

-363,433.79

-172,504.58

1,305,793.95

1,257,345.10

761,620.72

734,153.34

Depreciation for the financial year

232,004.92

198,890.93

Disposals

-305,807.74

-171,423.55

687,817.90

761,620.72

617,976.05

495,724.38

Value at cost as of January 1

Value at cost as of December 31
Accumulated depreciation as of January 1

Accumulated depreciation as of December 31
Book value

Fixed assets consist exclusively of fixtures, fittings and equipment at the Company‘s
premises.
There are no financing leases.

Notes

There were no signs of value diminution at the reporting date.
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8. Intangible assets
in EUR

2008

2007

639,125.83

211,398.97

Additions

166,657.15

496,653.46

Disposals

-118,287.21

-68,926.60

Value at cost as of December 31

687,495.77

639,125.83

Accumulated depreciation as of January 1

198,595.28

155,065.22

Depreciation for the financial year

148,542.33

112,444.52

Disposals

-40,352.55

-68,914.46

306,785.06

198,595.28

380,710.71

440,530.55

Value at cost as of January 1

Accumulated depreciation as of December 31
Book value

Intangible assets solely comprise concessions, industrial protection rights and similar
rights and licences to such rights of which the remaining useful life is between one and
three years.
There were no signs of value diminution at the reporting date.
There are no restrictions to the rights of disposal for the intangible assets. Furthermore
no assets have been pledged as collateral for debts.
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9. Taxes on income
The significant components of the taxes on income for the financial years 2008 and 2007
are as follows:
in EUR

2008

2007

150,805.11

49.65

on temporary differences

-415,856.23

197,388.06

on losses carried forward

-4,845,784.04

55,956.48

-5,261,640.27

253,394.19

Actual taxes on income
Current taxes on income
Deferred tax

The deferred tax refund arises from applying the domestic tax rate of 32.98 % (previous
year: 28.08 %) valid at the reporting date and under consideration of the Company’s
relocation to Munich. The tax rate takes account of the trade tax and also the corporation
tax as well as the German solidarity tax.

in EUR thousand

2008

2007

Pre-tax profit

645

879

Taxes on income at the tax rate in Germany of 29.71 %
(2007: 28.08 %)

192

328

26

17

9

10

23

-102

Capitalization of losses carried forward

-5,361

0

Taxes on income in the consolidated income statement

-5,111

253

Non-deductible expenses from share options
Non-deductible operating expenses
Effects of change in tax rate (deferred taxes)

Notes

The calculation for converting the income tax to the product of the profit/loss for the
reporting period and the Group tax rate for the financial years 2008 and 2007 is as follows:
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Deferred tax at the reporting date had the following structure:
in EUR

2008

2007

3,919.92

3,992.57

51,696.27

20,706.76

4,869,954.93

24,170.89

4,925,571.12

48,870.22

0.00

384,939.37

Deferred tax as assets
Intangible assets
Inventory
Losses carried forward

Deferred tax as liabilities
Deferrals and accruals (IPO costs)

Deferred tax assets were created on the basis of tax-relevant losses brought forward
as the Group assumes that it will be possible to offset these losses against future taxable
profits.
Based upon recent developments in 2008 we assume that total losses carried forward
to the amount of EUR 14,8 mm until December 2008 can be utilized. Tax credits have been
created accordingly.
Tax-relevant losses in Germany can be offset in full up to an amount of one million EUR,
but above that amount only 60 % can be offset.

10. Inventory
This balance sheet item is structured as follows:
in EUR
Raw materials, consumables and supplies
Finished goods

2008

2007

57,600.00

17,640,00

8,988,652.31

3,330,274.84

9,046,252.31

3,347,914.84

Raw materials, consumables and supplies consist in general of packaging for the mail order
trade.
At the reporting date there were no reasons for carrying out a diminution of value that would
have had to be considered by creating an allowance.
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11. Advance payments
These payments are payments made in advance for deliveries of goods to be added to
inventory.

12. Trade receivables
All trade receivables have a remaining term of up to one year and are not subject to
interest. There are no restrictions upon the rights to dispose over them.
The structure of overdue trade receivables as at December 31, 2008 is as follows:
after ac- value di- before accounting minutions counting
for value
for value
diminudiminutions
tions

not yet
overdue

in EUR thousand

overdue

< 30
days

30-90
days

> 90
days

2008

4,163

2,065

6,228

2,567

899

405

2,357

2007

2,572

1,206

3,778

1,607

387

426

1,358

As of December 31, 2008, receivables to a total of TEUR 2,065 (previous year, TEUR
1,206) have been written off in value and corresponding allowances created. These writeoffs arise mainly in connection with receivables stemming from customers undergoing
private insolvency or related moratoria. As an assessment of every single receivable would
call for considerable effort with respect to time and organization and, therefore, be
impractical, the write offs and allowances were calculated on the basis of empirical evidence.

in EUR
Status January 1
New allowances
Status December 31

2008

2007

1,205,900.00

963,000.00

859,500.00

242,900.00

2,065,400.00

1,205,900.00

Notes

Values of allowances for the last two years were as follows:

Amongst sundry operating expenses TEUR 859 (previous year, TEUR 243) has been entered
as an addition to the allowances and TEUR 268 (previous year, TEUR 226) as a depletion
within receivables.
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13. Sundry short-term assets
in EUR
Creditors with net debit balance
VAT receivables
Receivables from personnel
Accrual of IPO costs
Others

2008

2007

1,334,790.29

950,040.85

970,959.80

417,302.49

51,108.78

41,522.58

0.00

1,371,110.83

223,254.82

159,654.34

2,571,722.54

2,939,630.99

In connection with the planned IPO, costs to an amount of TEUR 1,371 have been incurred
by zooplus AG during previous years which can be directly allocated to the planned
acquisition of equity. The above-mentioned costs were planned to be accounted for as
a deduction from equity once the IPO was completed. As, however, no capital increase has
taken place within the IPO/listing during 2008, all related costs had to be accounted for
within the Group’s profit/loss in 2008.
All sundry short-term items have a term of up to one year.

14. Cash and cash equivalents
in EUR

2008

2007

Bank deposits

463,214.52

1,407,323.39

Cash on hand

2,021.20

1,435.42

465,235.72

1,408,758.81

Bank deposits are subject to interest and variable rates for deposits that can be withdrawn
daily.
The level of funds used to support the consolidated cash flow comprises the above-mentioned
liquid funds net of short-term overdraft liabilities. Payment flows from ordinary business
activities were entered according to the indirect method.
Partly-used credit lines exist as of December 31, 2008 to an amount of EUR 3.0 million.
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15. Equity
Capital subscribed
The subscribed capital corresponds to the equity of the Company and is
EUR 2,406,020.00 (previous year: EUR 2,386,150.00). It has been subscribed in full
and the shareholdings allocated to the owners as a number of shares (shares without a
nominal value). For the purpose of calculation each share will be deemed to have a
value of EUR 1.00, and each owner‘s shareholding in the total equity will correspond
to the number of his shares to this value.
Authorised capital
The Management Board is authorized, based upon the resolution of the annual general
meeting of April 25, 2008, to increase the Company’s share capital with the consent of
the supervisory board and no later than April 24, 2013 by up to EUR 1.193.075,00 either
within one or several transactions and either against cash or non-cash and against
shares with a nominal value of EUR 1,00 each (Authorised Capital 2008/I). The Management
Board is entitled to finalize further details in conjunction with the supervisory board.
Conditional capital
By way of a resolution of the shareholder meeting of April 27, 2007 the conditional
capital III or 2004/I of EUR 12,114.00 as resolved by the shareholder meeting of
December 27, 2004 and entered in the commercial register February 9, 2005 was
partially annulled in that it was decreased by an amount of EUR 3,358.00. The conditional
capital III or 2004/I serves the sole purpose of forming the basis of the option rights to the
Company‘s employees within the new share option program 2004/2005.
To secure the option rights of the Company‘s employees within the share option program
2007/I and 2007/II the original equity was increased by way of a resolution of the
shareholder meeting of April 27, 2007 through the issue of up to 3,358 or up to 35,266
registered shares (ordinary shares) with restricted transferability with a nominal price of
EUR 1.00 by EUR 3,358.00 (conditional capital 2007/I) or EUR 35,266.00 (conditional
capital 2007/II) respectively.

Notes

As a result of the option rights being taken up by the owners of these rights in
November 2007 the supervisory board decided by way of the resolution of
November 29, 2007 upon the change of article 5, paragraph 3, sentence 1 of the Company‘s
articles of association. The conditional capital III at December 31, 2008 amounted to
EUR 26.630.00.
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The structure of the conditional capital as of December 31 was as follows:
in EUR

2008

2007

6,760.00

26,630.00

Conditional capital 2007/I

16,790.00

16,790.00

Conditional capital 2007/III

176,330.00

176,330.00

199,880.00

219,750.00

Conditional capital III

Capital reserves
As of December 31, 2007 the capital reserves were EUR 20,556,046.46. The increase in
the capital reserves came about from the initial entry of the costs in connection with the
employee share option program (cf. further descriptions under sub-section 17 of these
notes) as well as the share capital increases undertaken. At the reporting date these were
structured as follows:
in EUR thousand
Share premiums paid during financing rounds
Converted shareholder loans
Premiums gained from increasing authorised capital
Debentures / employee share options

2008

2007

15,003

15,003

4,820

4,820

16

7

717

628

20,556

20,458

2008

2007

Profit/loss for the period and losses carried forward
in EUR
Losses carried forward - status January 1
Profit/loss for the period
Losses carried forward – status December 31
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-18,838,800.92 -19,464,815.97
5,755,687.82

626,015.05

-13,083,113.10 -18,838,800.92
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16. Share-based remuneration
The costs for the options granted in the financial year were as follows:
in EUR

2008

2007

Costs for executives

42,184.33

16,959.42

Costs for employees

46,638.40

45,032.95

Total costs

88,822.73

61,992.37

Employee share option program
According to the share option program 2004/2005 zooplus AG employees can be granted
option rights with respect to zooplus AG shares. Each option entitles the bearer to take
up five bearer shares, each share having a nominal value of EUR 1.00. The shareholding
in the total equity will correspond to the number of his shares to this value. Exercising the
option costs EUR 1.44 per share. The options can only be converted to shares. The option
rights can be exercised two years after the options were issued at the earliest. Subsequently
50 percent of the rights can be exercised in one tranche and the rest at a rate of 1/24
after each further month has elapsed (waiting period). The options must be exercised seven
years after their issue date at the latest.
On the basis of the resolution of the shareholder meeting of April 27, 2007 the
Management Board passed a resolution on June 29, 2007 with the agreement of the
supervisory board towards the employee share option program 2007/I and the
corresponding granting of share options with a right to take up shares in the Company.

Notes

According to the share option program 2007/I the Management Board and supervisory
board can authorise certain employees of zooplus AG to purchase a total up to 16,790
individual shares of the Company. Each option authorises the bearer to take up five bearer
shares of zooplus AG, each share having a nominal value of EUR 1.00, and his
shareholding in the total equity will correspond to the number of his shares to this value.
The take up price will be EUR 1.44 per share. The options can only be converted into equity
instruments of the Company. The option rights can be exercised at the earliest two years
after the options were issued. Subsequently, 50 percent of the rights can be exercised in
one tranche and the rest at a rate of 1/24 after each further month has elapsed (waiting
period). The options must be exercised at the latest seven years after their issue date. Share
options can only be taken up if sales of at least EUR 20 million are achieved by zooplus AG
excluding its subsidiaries in any one quarter before December 31, 2009, with total sales
of at least EUR 35 million in two consecutive quarters.
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The fair value through profit or loss of the granted options was determined in 2005 at
the time they were granted by applying the Black-Scholes method. The current price of the
underlying shares was computed using internal company value calculations. This yielded
an average share price at the time the options were issued of EUR 7.51. The following
estimates were made: volatility of the shares on the basis of market data: 30 %; a risk-free
interest rate of 4.5 %; expected term of the options: 3.5 years. When determining the
fair value through profit or loss no further factors in connection with the issue of the options
were taken into consideration.

Option plan for executives
On the basis of the resolution of the shareholder meeting dated April 27, 2007 the
zooplus AG supervisory board passed on June 29, 2007 the regulations of the share option
program 2007/II for granting to members of the Management Board share options with the
right to take up zooplus AG shares.
According to the share option program 2007/II members of the zooplus AG
Management Board can exercise the option of taking up zooplus AG shares up to a total
number of 176,330 shares. Each option entitles the bearer to take up five bearer shares
at a nominal value of EUR 1.00, and his shareholding in the total equity will correspond
to the number of his shares to this value. Exercising the option costs EUR 12.50 per share.
The options can only be converted into equity instruments. The option rights can only be
exercised two years after the options have been granted. The options must be exercised seven
years after their issue date at the latest. The options can only be exercised if zooplus AG
without its subsidiaries achieves quarterly sales in any quarter before December 31, 2009
of at least EUR 20 million and achieves total sales of at least EUR 35 million during two
consecutive quarters.
The total cost calculation was similar to that of the employee share option plan.
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The number and total value of the share options has changed as follows:
in EUR thousand
Outstanding at the beginning of the reporting period
Lapsed in the reporting period
Exercised in the reporting period
Granted in the reporting period
Outstanding at the end of the reporting period

2008

2007

43,739

8,756

689

153

3,974

3,430

0

38,566

39,076

43,739

(The options authorise in each case the purchase of five shares)
The prices for exercising the options for the shares outstanding at December 31, 2007
lie between EUR 1.44 and EUR 12.50.

17. Trade liabilities
Trade liabilities have a term of up to one year and are not subject to interest payments.
Payment periods usually vary between 14 and 30 days.

18. Financial debt
in EUR
Liabilities towards financial institutions
Loans (including interest)

2008

2007

1,203,057.54

229,183.87

0,00

610,233.64

1,203,057.54

839,417.51

All liabilities towards financial institutions are overdraft balances with variable interest
rates.

Notes

The loans are junior loans with an interest rate of 8 %, the interest payments being due
only at the end of the term of the loans. All loans were fully repaid on February 29, 2008.
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19. Other short-term liabilities
in EUR

2008

2007

1,547,234.57

2,302,410.92

750,334.86

40,735.69

2,297,569.43

2,343,146.61

26,955.53

371,298.85

118,000.00

83,600.00

57,100.00

47,700.00

Bonus payments

590,350.00

224,665.00

Other liabilities

268,328.21

167,478.37

1,060,733.74

894,742.22

3,358,303.17

3,237,888.83

Tax liabilities
VAT outside Germany
Salary and church taxes

Other sundry liabilities
Debtors with net credit balance
Annual leave
Audit costs

The other short-term liabilities have a term of up to one year and are non-interest bearing.
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20. Provisions
Provisions consist exclusively of provisions for expected returns of goods from customers
after the reporting date. The valuation was based on past empirical data and has the
following structure:
in EUR

2008

2007

Status Quo January 1

43,400.00

28,600.00

Depletion

43,400.00

-28,600.00

Additions

65,900.00

43,400.00

Status Quo December 31

65,900.00

43,400.00

2008

2007

57,014,151.97

41,895,219.97

France

8,360,208.03

3,788,452.59

UK

6,228,871.53

3,789,142.18

Other countries

8,733,084.21

2,983,650.93

21. Sales
in EUR
Germany

80,336,315.74 52,546,465.67

Notes

Group company sales are product sale revenues. Sales from other countries mainly
include Italy, Spain, The Netherlands and Austria.
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22. Personnel costs
in EUR
Wages and salaries
Social security deductions and expenses for pension
provision

2008

2007

3,635,826.34

2,913,826.44

535,224.01

440,778.32

4,171,050.35

3,354,604.76

We refer to sub-section 16 for the personnel costs incurred through share-based
remuneration.
At the end of the year, and not including the Management Board, there were 79
(previous year 51) employees.

23. Other operating income and expenses
Other operating income
in EUR
Income from marketing services
Income from reminder charges
Income from catalogue advertising
Other various operating income

2008

2007

3,881,249.51

2,392,844.38

237,641.55

157,848.29

43,200.00

69,300.00

608,968.24

196,695.29

4,770,559.30

2,816,687.96

2008

2007

Other expenses
in EUR
Logistics & Fulfillment
Marketing
Payment transaction costs
Other various operating expenses

17,594,794.06 12,454,355.22
5,277,523.63

2,869,151.81

812,284.99

465,493.20

4,221,347.13

2,151,790.00

27,905,949.81 17,940,790.23
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Losses from currency conversion to the extent of TEUR 201 (previous year: TEUR 0) were
included into the profit- and loss account.
Financial income/Financial expenses
in EUR

2008

2007

Interest income

20,549.07

24,475.16

Interest payments

80,044.28

53,719.40

59,472.27

29,244.24

24. Consolidated profit/loss per share
When calculating the undiluted profit/loss per share, the profit/loss to be allocated to
bearers of ordinary shares of the Group will be divided by the weighted average quantity
of ordinary shares in circulation throughout the year.
The diluted profit/loss per share is calculated by dividing the profit/loss to be allocated
to bearers of ordinary shares of the Group by the weighted average quantity
of ordinary shares in circulation throughout the year plus the share equivalents leading
to the dilution.
The values of undiluted and the diluted profit/loss per share are calculated as follows:
in EUR

2008

2007

Consolidated profit/loss (EUR)

5,755,687.82

626,015.05

Weighted ave. no. of ordinary shares in circulation
(No. shares)

2,391,485.00

1,629,081.00

118,583.00

32,937.00

2,510,068.00

1,662,018.00

Undiluted consolidated profit/loss per share
(EUR/share)

2.41

0.38

Diluted consolidated profit/loss per share
(EUR/share)

2.29

0.38

Share options (No. shares)
Weighted ave. no. of ordinary shares in circulation
corrected for the dilution effect

Notes

Dilution effect:
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During the period between the reporting date and the date the annual financial
statements were prepared there were no transactions concerning original shares or
potential original shares.

25. Other financial obligations and unquantifiables
affecting company profit/loss
The total of future minimum leasing payments arising from operating leasing agreements
that cannot be terminated have the following structure:
in EUR
Up to one year
Longer than one year and up to five years
Longer than five years

808,192.21
2,470,287.85
68,678.40

The leasing agreements comprise rental agreements as well as car and computer leasing
agreements at standard market conditions. There are no sub-leasing agreements.
The annual rental costs for zooplus AG‘s business premises were around TEUR 284 during
2008 (previous year, TEUR 163).

26. Business dealings with related parties
(corporate or personal)
All business dealings with related parties and companies are carried out according to
normal market conditions and at arm’s length.
In the year reported upon there were no significant business relationships between the
Group and related persons or companies other than those mentioned in the following:
Management board
None with the exception of the management stock option program outlined above.
Supervisory board
In addition to his position as chairman of the supervisory board Felix von Schubert is also
a director of zouk ventures ltd., London, the manager of the European e-Commerce Fund
(= shareholder of zooplus AG).
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Frank Seehaus was managing director of Burda Digital Ventures GmbH, which should be
regarded as a related company.
The members of the supervisory board do not hold any shares in the Company.
Related companies
Burda Digital Ventures, European e-Commerce Fund and European e-Commerce Fund B
are related companies and major zooplus AG shareholders. All shareholder loans have
been repaid on February 29, 2008.

27. Financial risk management: aims and methods
The most significant financial instruments used by the Group are overdrafts, operating
lease agreements as well as cash and cash equivalents and short-term deposits. The
main purpose of these financial instruments is to finance the Group’s business operations.
The Group has at its disposal various other financial assets and debts alike, such as, for
example, trade receivables and liabilities arising directly in connection with its
operations. There are no derivative financial instruments. The most significant risks
arising from these financial instruments for the Group are credit and liquidity risks.
Credit risk
The extent of the credit risk of zooplus AG is equal to the total of trade receivables as
well as other receivables. Credit risk is defined as the risk that a business customer will not be
able to fulfill its obligations which in turn will lead to a financial loss for the Group.
To reduce this credit risk, lump-sum adjustments to individual values are made on the
basis of past experience and empirical evidence. Corporate receivables are under constant
control and supervision. Receivables are written down when the debt collection agency
has not been able to collect the debt, or a customer has applied for individual insolvency, or
as a result of the statute of limitations.
For the Group‘s other financial assets such as securities and cash or cash equivalents
the maximum credit risk corresponds to the book value of an asset in the case of an insolvency
of the debtor concerned.
Liquidity risk

Notes

The risk of reduced liquidity is monitored continually by the Group taking account of the
terms of the financial debts and receivables as well as the expected Group cash flow. The
Group aims to preserve a continuous and stable balance between its liquidity requirements
and underlying need for structural flexibility through the use of bank financing lines, loans,
as well as other means of lease finance.
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Equity and capital management
Primary aim of the Group’s equity and capital management is to retain its high credit rating
on the basis of a sound overall equity ratio. The Group actively controls its capital structure
and will undertake the relevant adaptations if deemed necessary. The monitoring of the
Group’s capital base is undertaken through controlling the overall balance-sheet equity ratio,
which should reach at least 25 %.
Book value of financial instruments
The book value of the financial assets is in general the fair value through profit or loss. The
fair value of publicly traded financial instruments is determined on the basis of the market
prices of these instruments. The nominal value of the liquid funds is predominantly equal to the
fair value through profit or loss and their book value due to their short-term nature.
The Group’s financial liabilities as of December 31, 2008 have terms of less than 12 months
and are served out of the operational cash flow. The book value of its financial debt essentially
equals the relevant present values.

28. Events after the reporting date
We are not aware of any significant events after the reporting date.

29. Organs
Members of the Management Board:
• 	Dr. Cornelius Patt, CEO
• Guido Bienhaus, CTO
• 	Andrea Skersies, CMO
• 	Florian Seubert, CFO
The directors‘ emoluments in 2008 including all perquisites amounted to TEUR 939 (previous
year, TEUR 780).
Members of the supervisory board:
• 	Felix von Schubert, Partner, zouk ventures ltd. (Chairman)
• 	Frank Seehaus, Partner, Acton Ventures (Deputy Chairman)
• 	Dr. Norbert Stoeck, Consultant
In the year reported on, 2008, the supervisory board received a remuneration of TEUR 10
(previous year, TEUR 6).
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30. Auditor‘s fee
In the year reported on, TEUR 48 (previous year, TEUR 32) were booked as auditing fees. In
addition, TEUR 8 (previous year, TEUR 34) were booked as other consulting services.

31. Declaration with respect to Corporate Governance

Notes

zooplus AG’s Corporate Governance Declaration based upon § 161 of the German Stock
Corporation Law and in accordance with the German Governance Code has been published
and can be accessed online under http://investors.zooplus.com/de/ir/cgk.
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decLaraTIoN by THe LeGaL
rePreSeNTaTIveS
to the best of our knowledge, we declare that the consolidated financial statements of
zooplus aG provide a true and fair view of the company’s net assets, financial position and
earnings according to the principles of proper consolidated reporting being applied and that
the consolidated management report presents the Group’s business including the company’s
earnings as well as the company’s overall situation such as to provide a true and fair view as
well as accurately describing the Group’s major opportunities and risks as well as the Group’s
anticipated future developments.

munich, march 26, 2009
zooplus aG
management board
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dr. cornelius patt

andrea skersies

Guido Bienhaus

florian seubert

Auditors Report issued and addressed
to zooplus AG
We have audited the annual consolidated financial statements as of 31.12.2008 prepared by
zooplus AG, comprising the consolidated balance sheet, the consolidated income statement,
the consolidated changes in equity, the cash flow statement, the notes to the financial
statements as well as the management report for the financial year 1 January to 31 December
2008. The preparation of the annual financial statements in accordance with IFRS as applied
within the EU and the management report is the responsibility of the company‘s management.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion based on our audit of the annual financial
statements and the management report.
We performed our audit of the annual financial statements in accordance with Section 317
of the German Commercial Code (HGB, „Handelsgesetzbuch“) and taking account of the
German generally accepted standards for the audit of financial statements promulgated by the
Institute of Public Auditors in Germany (Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer (IDW)). These standards
require that we plan and perform the audit such that misstatements materially affecting the
presentation of the net assets, financial position and profits/losses in the annual financial
statements prepared in accordance with IFRS and commented upon in the management
report are detected with reasonable assurance. Knowledge of the business activities and
the economic and legal environment of the Company and expectations as to possible
misstatements are taken into account in the determination of audit procedures. Within the
scope of the audit the effectiveness of the accounting-related internal control system and the
evidence supporting the disclosures in the consolidated annual financial statements and the
management report are examined primarily on a sampling basis. The audit includes assessing
the annual financial statements of the companies included in the consolidated financial
statements, the delimitation of the companies included in the consolidation, the balance
sheet and consolidation principles applied and the significant estimates made by senior
management as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated annual financial
statements and the group management report.
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion. Our audit has not led
to any reservations.
In our opinion, based on the findings of our audit, the annual financial statements give a true
and fair view of the net assets, financial position and profits/losses of the company in accordance
with IFRS applied within the EU. The management report is consistent with the annual financial
statements and as a whole provides a correct view of the Company‘s position and correctly
presents the opportunities and risks of future developments.
Nuremberg, March 31, 2009

Notes

Schaffer WP Partner GmbH
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
(Auditors)
Sabine Erhardt
Wirtschaftsprüfer
(Auditor)
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